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SUMMARY We study a modification method for constructing low-
density parity-check (LDPC) codes for solid burst erasures. Our proposed
modification method is based on a column permutation technique for a
parity-check matrix of the original LDPC codes. It can change the burst
erasure correction capabilities without degradation in the performance over
random erasure channels. We show by simulation results that the perfor-
mance of codes permuted by our method are better than that of the original
codes, especially with two or more solid burst erasures.
key words: low-density parity-check (LDPC) code, burst erasure, sum-
product decoding, stopping set

1. Introduction

The combination of LDPC codes with the sum-product (SP)
decoding algorithm can achieve high performance with low
decoding complexity [1]. Most of studies of LDPC codes
assume random errors or random erasures. When we con-
sider situations using LDPC codes more practically, we
must take into account correction capabilities of not only
random errors or erasures but also burst ones. In order to
adapt the code to burst channels, two approaches have been
considered. The first approach is to improve decoding meth-
ods for the burst channels, and the second one is to con-
struct or modify the codes suitable for the burst channels.
The first approach has been taken by J. Garcia-Frias [9]
and A.W. Eckford et al. [10]. The second has been taken
by the present authors [6], M. Yang and W.E. Ryan [7],
and T. Wadayama [8]. The present authors have proposed
a column permutation algorithm for a parity-check matrix
of LDPC codes over burst error channels without degrada-
tion in decoding performance over random error channels.
Yang et al. have proposed on Lmax algorithm which can eval-
uate a reasonable maximum burst erasure length for a given
parity-check matrix of LDPC codes by an exhaustive search
method. Wadayama has also proposed a column permu-
tation algorithm which can increase Lmax for given LDPC
codes. The works by Yang et al. and by Wadayama have
considered only one burst erasure∗. When we consider the
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case of two or more solid burst erasures, we need to devise
other methods.

In this paper, we propose a new modification method
for constructing LDPC codes for burst erasure channels of
two or more burst erasures. The modification method is also
based on a column permutation technique for a parity-check
matrix of the LDPC codes. Our proposed method permutes
the columns based on the distance between elements (DBE),
which is defined as the number of symbol positions between
adjacent elements 1 at each row of a parity-check matrix of
the code, and can change the burst erasure correction ca-
pabilities maintaining the original performance for random
erasure correction. We show by simulation results that the
performance of codes permuted by our method are better
than those of the original codes and the codes obtained by
Wadayama’s method when two or more solid burst erasures
have been occurred.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we de-
scribe LDPC codes and the SP decoding algorithm. In
Sect. 3.1, we describe a correction capability of the LDPC
codes for one burst erasure. A column permutation algo-
rithm based on increasing correction capability for one burst
erasure is presented in Sect. 3.2 and we propose a column
permutation algorithm based on increasing DBE in Sect. 3.3.
Finally, some simulation results are presented in Sect. 4 and
concluding remarks are given in Sect. 5.

2. LDPC Codes and a Decoding Algorithm

2.1 LDPC Codes

We assume a codeword of the LDPC code c = (c1, c2,
. . . , cN) ∈ {0, 1}N of length N is transmitted through an era-
sure channel. c is disturbed by the sequence from the chan-
nel e = (e1, e2, . . . , eN) ∈ {0, ε}N where ε denotes an erasure,
and the decoder receives a sequence y = c + e. The addi-
tion of a binary symbol and the erasure symbol are defined
as 0 + ε = ε and 1 + ε = ε. The decoder estimates the
transmitted codeword from the received sequence.

Let H = [Hmn], m ∈ [1,M], n ∈ [1,N], cHT = 0, be
a parity-check matrix whose row and column lengths are M
and N, respectively. In this paper, we consider binary regu-
lar LDPC codes for simplify the discussion. Let wr and wc

∗A “solid burst erasure” of length t stands for consecutive t
erasures.
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be row and column weight of H, respectively. The number
of rows M is given by M = Nwc/wr and the designed rate of
the (N, wr, wc) LDPC codes is R′ = 1 − M

N . The rate of the
codes R satisfies R ≤ R′ since H is not guaranteed to be a
full rank matrix.

A parity-check matrix of a LDPC code is constructed
from a seed of random generator. We use a construction
method based on the guidelines given by D.J.C. MacKay
[2].

2.2 The SP Decoding Algorithm

The SP decoding algorithm on the binary erasure channel
fails in decoding when a subset of erased symbols have a
stopping set.

Definition 1: [Stopping set [5]] Choose some columns of
H to make a submatrix. A stopping set is a subset of symbol
positions such that weights of all rows of this submatrix are
at lease two. A union of stopping sets is also a stopping
set, so any submatrix of a parity-check matrix has a unique
maximal stopping set. �

3. Modification Method of LDPC Codes

3.1 Reasonable Maximum Burst Erasure Length

In [7], a measure of burst erasure correction capability de-
noted by Lmax has been presented.

Definition 2: [Lmax [7]] Lmax is a reasonable maximum
burst erasure length which can be decoded by the SP de-
coding algorithm when only one burst erasure with length
equal to or smaller than Lmax occurres. �

Note that Lmax is a correctable capability for only one solid
burst erasure. Yang et al. have proposed the Lmax algorithm
which can evaluate a burst erasure correctable length for a
given parity-check matrix of LDPC codes by an exhaustive
search. See [7] for details.

3.2 Column Permutation

A column permutation of a parity-check matrix will eas-
ily change the performance of the code for burst erasure
channels. While column permuted parity-check matrices are
equivalent for memoryless channels in the sense that param-
eters of the codes, such as the code length or the weight
distribution of the codewords, are equal [6]. In addition,
since a distribution of lengths of loops in the bipartite graph
is not changed by column permutation, the performance on
the random erasure channels decoded by the SP decoding
algorithm would also be unchanged.

Remark 1: Random erasure correction capability by the
SP decoding algorithm is invariant by column permutation
to a parity-check matrix of the code. �

Wadayama has proposed a column permutation algo-
rithm which permutes columns of a parity-check matrix to
increase Lmax. When some column prevents a large Lmax,
elimination of bad columns is performed [8]. The code
given by this method is the almost optimal in performance
for correcting one solid burst erasure. However, it causes
change in the random erasure correction capability in gen-
eral by deleting some columns of a parity-check matrix.

3.3 Proposed Column Permutation Method

The optimal column permutation method is to minimize the
probability of decoding error for a given LDPC code over
burst erasure channels. It requires an exhaustive search since
it generates N! patterns of column permuted parity-check
matrices and needs to evaluate its probability of decoding
error for each of permutation patterns.

We propose a column permutation algorithm based on
a different measure from Lmax. The reasons are that (1) a
column permutation algorithm based on the value of Lmax

needs much time, since it requires to perform the SP decod-
ing algorithm for evaluating correctable capabilities of all
burst erasure patterns of length equal to or less than Lmax,
and (2) as mentioned in Sect. 3.1, that increasing the value
of Lmax is not enough to correct two or more burst erasures.

We define the following sets for all (m, n), m ∈ [1,M],
n ∈ [1,N], such that Hmn = 1.

A(m)
�
= {n | Hmn = 1} = {nm,1, nm,2, . . . , nm,wr },

B(n)
�
= {m | Hmn = 1} = {mn,1,mn,2, . . . ,mn,wc},

where nm,1 < nm,2 < . . . < nm,wr and mn,1 < mn,2 < . . . <
mn,wc , respectively. We define the distance between elements
(DBE) as the number of symbol positions between adjacent
elements 1 at each row of the parity-check matrix.

Definition 3: [DBE] The DBEs dmγ, m ∈ [1,M], γ ∈
[1, wr − 1], and the minimum value of DBEs Dmin are de-
fined by the following equations, respectively:

dmγ � nm,γ+1 − nm,γ, (1)

Dmin � min
m,γ

{
dmγ
}
. (2)

�

For example, assume that the row of the parity-check matrix
has the form (100001001). The elements 1 at this row are in
positions 1, 6, and 9, so DBEs are d11 = 5 and d12 = 3.

Remark 2: Dmin is the maximum value of a burst erasure
correctable length by the SP decoding algorithm at the first
iteration [7]. �

From Definition 1, the weight of each row of a subma-
trix that consists of a stopping set is at least two. Therefore,
in order to avoid two or more nonzero columns in one row
being contained in a stopping set of burst erasures, it is bet-
ter to make the minimum value of DBEs large.

For a parity-check matrix, the DBEs are changed by
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column permutation. Let Dave be an arithmetic average
value of DBEs defined as

Dave
�
=

1
M(wr − 1)

M∑

m=1

wr−1∑

γ=1

dmγ. (3)

To increase DBEs, we consider the following two condi-
tions: (i) Dave has a large value, (ii) Dmin > δ where δ, is
some positive constant. From Eqs. (1) and (3)

wr−1∑

γ=1

dmγ = nm,wr − nm,1. (4)

We can easily see that Dave depends on a difference of col-
umn positions between the leftmost element 1 and the right-
most element 1 at each row of a parity-check matrix. There-
fore the Condition (i) implies that the sum of DBEs has a
large value.

We now let the leftmost (rightmost) symbol position
at each row of H be small (large) value as possible. Let
r′ �= M mod wc and ρ′ �= M−r′

wc
= N
wr
− r′
wc

. Assume that H
has a following form:

H
�
= [Hlef ,Hmid,Hrig]. (5)

Hlef and Hrig are M × ρ′ matrices such that the weights of r′
rows and M − r′ rows of these matrices are 0 and 1, respec-
tively, and the weights of columns of those are wc. Fig. 1
shows an example of H that has the form of Eq. (5). Hlef

constitutes the leftmost ρ′ columns of H. Assume that col-
umn positions of element 1 at those columns are nm,1, the
leftmost element 1 at each row. Similarly, Hrig constitutes
the rightmost ρ′ columns of H. Assume again that column
positions of element 1 at those columns are nm,wr , the right-
most element 1 at each row. Then the following lemma
holds.

Lemma 1: The parity-check matrix H that has the form of
Eq. (5) maximizes the right-hand side of Eq. (3). �
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Fig. 1 An example of H that has a form of Eq. (5).

The following theorem on the relation of Dave and
(N, wr, wc) LDPC codes holds.

Theorem 1: The parity-check matrix of (N, wr, wc) LDPC
codes satisfies the following equation:

Dave ≤ ρ (6)

where ρ
�
= N
wr

. �

Proof: See Appendix. �

Note that the average value of DBEs Dave is an upper bound
of the minimum value of DBEs Dmin. To modify the parity-
check matrix of LDPC codes suitable for burst erasures, we
permute the columns of parity-check matrix of LDPC codes
to have the form Eq. (5) as nearly same as possilble.

Definition 4: Let H̃ be a parity-check matrix of the LDPC
codes which is generated from H = [hT

1 , h
T
2 , . . . , h

T
N] by a

column permutation. hT
n , n = 1, 2, · · · ,N, denotes the col-

umn vector at a position n.

H̃ = [h̃
T
1 , h̃

T
2 , . . . , h̃

T
N]
�
= [hT

θ(1), h
T
θ(2), . . . , h

T
θ(N)].

where θ(n) denotes a permutation function. We define Ã(m),
m = 1, 2, · · · ,M, and B̃(n), n = 1, 2, · · · ,N, as follows:

Ã(m)
�
= {n | H̃mn = 1}, B̃(n)

�
= {m | H̃mn = 1}.

�

Next, we present the proposed column permutation
algorithm to obtain a parity-check matrix H̃ of the form
Eq. (5). The algorithm produces a new parity-check matrix
H̃
�
= [H̃lef , H̃mid, H̃rig] from original one H by column per-

mutation. The algorithm constitutes four steps (step (A)–
(D)). The overview of the algorithm is as follow:

[Overview of the Algorithm]
At the step (A), we choose the columns of H̃lef from the

columns of H and we fix the column position of H̃lef . At the
step (B), we choose the columns of H̃rig from the columns
of H. At the step (C), we choose the columns of H̃mid from
the columns of H with restrictions to have DBEs large. At
the step (D), we swap columns of H̃rig with restrictions to
have DBEs large. �

[Proposed Column Permutation Algorithm]

Step (A) : Choosing columns of H̃lef

(A1) Set i := 1 and set counters at all the symbol positions
to 0.

(A2) Choose a column of H at a symbol position n which
is not chosen before and whose counter is 0. If we choose
a column, then set θ(i) = n, set the counter at position n
to 1, i := i + 1, and go to (A3). If there are no columns
whose counter is 0, stop the step (A).

(A3) For any m ∈ B(n), set the counter at symbol positions
n′ ∈ A(m) to 1 and go to (A2).
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Step (B) : Choosing columns of H̃rig

(B1) Set j := 1 and set counters at all the symbol positions
to 0.

(B2) Choose a column of H at a symbol position n which
is not chosen before (which includes at the step (A)) and
whose counter is 0. If we choose a column, then set θ(N−
j + 1) = n and set the counter at the position n to 1, j :=
j + 1, and go to (B3). If there are no columns whose
counter is 0, stop the step (B).

(B3) For any m ∈ B(n), set the counter at symbol positions
n′ ∈ A(m) to 1 and go to (B2).

Step (C) : Choosing columns of H̃mid

(C1) Set k := i and set counters at all the symbol positions
to 0. Set δ for some value that satisfies ρ ≥ δ. For t =
k − δ + 1, k − δ + 2, . . . , k − 1, set the counter at symbol
positions n′ ∈ A(m), m ∈ B̃(t), to 1.

(C2) Choose a column of H at a symbol position n which
is not chosen before (which includes at the steps (A) and
(B)) and whose counter is 0. If we choose a column and
k < N − j + 1, then set θ(k) = n and set the counter at
the position n to 1 and go to (C3). If we choose a column
and k = N − j + 1, then stop the step (C). If there are no
columns whose counter is 0, stop the algorithm (in this
case, the algorithm fails).

(C3) Set counters at all the symbol positions to 0. For t =
k−δ+2, k−δ+3, . . . , k, set the counter at symbol positions
n′ ∈ A(m), m ∈ B̃(t), to 1, k := k + 1, and go to (C2).

Step (D) : Permuting columns of H̃rig

(D1) Set z := N − j + 2 and set counters at all the symbol
positions to 0. For t = z − δ + 1, z − δ + 2, . . . , z − 1, set
the counter at symbol positions n ∈ Ã(m), m ∈ B̃(t), to 1.

(D2) If the counter at a symbol position z equals 0, then
a column at a symbol position z is reasonable and go to
(D3). If there are no columns whose counter is 0, stop the
algorithm (in this case, the algorithm fails). Otherwise,
go to (D4).

(D3) If z = N, then the algorithm succeeds. Otherwise, set
counters at all the symbol positions to 0. For t = z −
δ + 2, z − δ + 3, . . . , z, set the counter at symbol positions
n′ ∈ Ã(m), m ∈ B̃(t), to 1, z := z + 1 and go to (D2).

(D4) Swap a column at a symbol position z with a column
at a symbol position z′, z′ > z and its counter is 0. i.e.,
q = θ(z′), θ(z′) = θ(z), θ(z) = q where q is some value.
Go to (D3). �

4. Simulation Results and Discussion

In order to demonstrate decoding performance of codes ob-
tained by our proposed modification method, we show some
simulation results.

Table 1 The parameters of codes.

N wr wc R′

Code A 500 6 3 0.5
Code B 2000 6 3 0.5
Code C 500 10 3 0.7

4.1 Conditions for Simulations

We use LDPC codes that have three different parameters
(denoted by “Code A,” “Code B,” and “Code C”) in sim-
ulations. The parameters of these codes are shown in Ta-
ble 1. We construct three codes (denoted by “Code 1,”
“Code 2,” and “Code 3”) by different seeds of a random
generator (these original codes are denoted by “Original”)
for each code with different parameters. For each code, we
permute columns of a parity-check matrix of the original
codes. The permutation methods are 1) based on DBEs (de-
noted by “DBE”), 2) based on increasing Lmax (denoted by
“Lmax”)†, and 3) to have values of many DBEs are 1 (de-
noted by “Small”). We decode until at least 1 × 107 code-
words are transmitted or 100 codewords have failed to de-
code by the SP decoding algorithm.

4.2 The Values of Lmax and DBEs

We show the values Lmax, Dave, and Dmin for Code A–C in
Tables 2–7, respectively.

From Tables 2, 4, and 6, the values of Lmax of the code
“DBE” and the code “Lmax” are increased by column per-
mutation from the code “Original”††. Note that the code
“Lmax” is the optimal one since it is constructed to have a
large value of Lmax. The value of Lmax of the code “DBE”
is close to that of the code “Lmax,” compared with the other
codes. The code “Small” has the smallest values of Lmax. So
a column permutation having many DBEs 1s produces bad
codes for one burst erasure.

From Tables 3, 5, and 7, the values of Dave of the code
“DBE” are the largest. Note that an upper bound of Dave of
the Codes A, B, and C are 83.33 · · · , 333.33 · · · , and 50,
respectively. The values of Dave of the codes “Original”
and “Lmax” are almost same, although the values Lmax of
those codes differ greatly, as in Tables 3, 5, and 7. The code
“DBE” is constructed to have a large value of DBEs; values
of Dmin of the code “DBE” are 53 for Code A†††, and those
of the other codes are all 1.

†Note that this column permutation method may delete some
columns for increasing Lmax. However, we do not delete any
columns for a fair comparison.
††As for the Code A where Lmax ≥ 202 of a column permuta-

tion algorithm based on increasing Lmax in Sect. 3.2, we could not
succeed via a column permutation in constructing the code “Lmax”
from the code “Original” without deleting any columns.
†††As for the Code A where δ ≥ 54 by the our proposed algo-

rithm in Sect. 3.3, we could not succeed via a column permutation
in constructing the code “DBE” from the code “Original.”
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Table 2 The values of Lmax of the Code A.

Original DBE Lmax Small

Code 1 163 190 201 137
Code 2 157 192 201 137
Code 3 147 198 201 129

Table 3 The values of Dave (Dmin) of the Code A.

Original DBE Lmax Small

Code 1 62.42 (1) 82.41 (53) 63.47 (1) 54.14 (1)
Code 2 62.83 (1) 82.35 (53) 65.12 (1) 53.99 (1)
Code 3 61.20 (1) 82.33 (53) 62.47 (1) 53.46 (1)

Table 4 The values of Lmax of the Code B.

Original DBE Lmax Small

Code1 607 771 786 543
Code2 604 766 786 537
Code3 600 769 786 537

Table 5 The values of Dave (Dmin) of the Code B.

Original DBE Lmax Small

Code1 241.12 (1) 330.62 (193) 244.02 (1) 215.21 (1)
Code2 241.84 (1) 330.30 (193) 246.23 (1) 212.80 (1)
Code3 241.33 (1) 330.22 (193) 246.78 (1) 214.83 (1)

Table 6 The values of Lmax of the Code C.

Original DBE Lmax Small

Code1 90 110 121 60
Code2 89 109 120 53
Code3 91 111 120 60

Table 7 The values of Dave (Dmin) of the Code C.

Original DBE Lmax Small

Code1 42.99 (1) 49.74 (32) 44.01 (1) 36.28 (1)
Code2 42.29 (1) 49.79 (32) 44.25 (1) 37.08 (1)
Code3 41.88 (1) 49.77 (32) 44.15 (1) 36.79 (1)

4.3 Decoding for Several Burst Erasures

4.3.1 Decoding Peformance for L Solid Burst Erasures

We denote the number of solid burst erasures by L and the
total length of erasures by T . We assume L solid burst
erasures have occurred by fixing T = 190, 200, and 210.
Lengths for each burst are chosen from a seed of random
generator. Note that the total length of burst erasures of
T = 190 and 200 is equal to or smaller than the values of
Lmax of the codes “Lmax” and is greater than those of the
other codes (except “DBE” of the code 3). Figures 2–4 show
decoding performance for total burst length T = 190, 200,
and 210, respectively. The horizontal axis shows the num-
ber of solid burst erasures L, and the vertical axis shows the
word error rate (WER).

From these figures, the performance of the code “DBE”
is better than that of the other codes when L ≥ 2. In Fig. 2,
WER of the code “DBE” is approximately 105 times smaller

Fig. 2 Decoding performance for L solid burst erasures whose sum T is
190 of the Code A. Note that when L = 1, the code “Lmax” produces zero
WER, since the lengths of a solid burst erasure 190 and 200 are smaller
than its Lmax (≥ 201) from Table 2.

Fig. 3 Decoding performance for L solid burst erasures whose sum T is
200 of the Code A. Note that when L = 1, the code “DBE” also produces
zero WER, since the length of solid burst erasure 190 is smaller than or
equal to its Lmax (≥ 190) of the code “DBE” from Table 2.

than that of the code “Lmax” when L = 3. The difference
of the performance between the code “DBE” and the other
codes is large when L is small (but it is not the case when
L = 1) and becomes smaller as L tends to have a large value.
The performance of the code “Small” is the worst for all
values of L.
Note 1: When L = 1 in Figs. 2 and 3, the code “Lmax” pro-
duces zero WER, since the lengths of a solid burst erasure
190 and 200 are smaller than its Lmax (≥ 201) from Table 2.
When L = 1 in Fig. 2, the code “DBE” also produces zero
WER, since the length of solid burst erasure 190 is smaller
than or equal to its Lmax (≥ 190) of the code “DBE.” �
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Fig. 4 Decoding performance for L solid burst erasures whose sum T is
210.

Fig. 5 Decoding performance for L solid burst erasures whose sum T =
800 of the Code B.

From Figs. 3 and 4, although the difference between
the performance of the code “DBE” and the other codes is
smaller than the one in Fig. 2, the code “DBE” is better than
the other codes. The case of T = 210 equals to the binary
erasure channel with erasure probability 0.41, and the iter-
ative threshold of erasure probability of LDPC codes, with
wr = 6 and wc = 3, decoded by the SP decoding algorithm
is approximately 0.429 [4], so all of the codes in Fig. 4 can-
not correct many erasures. Nevertheless, WER of the code
“DBE” is approximately 7 times smaller than that of “Lmax”
when L = 5. From Figs. 2–4, the performance of the code
“DBE” seems better as the value of L becomes smallrt when
T is a fixed value.

We show decoding performance for Code B and Code
C in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Figure 5 shows T = 800
for the Code B and Fig. 6 shows T = 110 for the Code C.

Fig. 6 Decoding performance for L solid burst erasures whose sum
T = 110 of the Code C. Note that when L = 1 in Fig. 6, the code “Lmax”
produces zero WER, since the length of a burst erasure 110 is smaller than
the values Lmax (≥ 120) of the code “Lmax” from Table 6.

From these figures, the performance of the code “DBE” is
better than the other code even when the codes have different
parameters.
Note 2: Note that when L = 1 in Fig. 6, the code “Lmax”
produces zero WER, since the length of a burst erasure 110
is smaller than the values Lmax (≥ 120) of the code “Lmax”
from Table 6. �

4.3.2 Decoding Performance for Solid Burst Erasures of
Length T

We assume that L = 5, 10, and 25 solid burst erasures for a
fixed sum of length T have occurred. Lengths for each burst
are chosen from a seed of a random generator. Figures 7–9
show decoding performance for the number of solid bursts
L = 5, 10, and 25, respectively. The horizontal axis shows
the total length of solid bursts T .

From these figures, the performance of the code “DBE”
is better than that of the other codes. The difference of the
performance between the code “DBE” and the other codes
is large when T is small and becomes smaller as T tends
to have a large value. BER of the code “DBE” is approxi-
mately 104 times smaller than that of the code “Lmax” when
T = 185 in Fig. 7.

We show decoding performance for the Code B and the
Code C at L = 5 in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. Figures 10
and 11 show the decoding results of L = 5 for the Code B
and the Code C, respectively. From these figures, the perfor-
mance of the code “DBE” is better than those of the other
code. From Figs. 7 and 10, the behavior of performance that
of the Code A and that of the Code B under the condition
that the designed rate R′ is constant and for different code
length N, are almost the same. From Figs. 7 and 11, the dif-
ference of the performance of the code “DBE” and those of
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Fig. 7 Decoding performance for L = 5 solid burst erasures whose sum
is T of the Code A.

Fig. 8 Decoding performance for L = 10 solid burst erasures whose sum
is T of the Code A.

the other codes under the condition that the code length N
is constant, becomes smaller as the designed rate R′ have a
large value.

4.4 Decoding Performance for AWGN Channel

Figure 12 shows decoding performance on the AWGN chan-
nel of the Code A. The horizontal axis shows Eb/N0 and
the vertical axis shows bit error rate (BER). From Fig. 12,
all of the codes have almost the same performance. Since
the codes “DBE,” “Lmax,” and “Small” are constructed from
the parity-check matrix of the code “Original” by column
permutation, the performance for random error correction
capabilities of those codes are the same.

Fig. 9 Decoding performance for L = 25 solid burst erasures whose sum
is T of the Code A.

Fig. 10 Decoding performance for L = 5 solid burst erasures whose sum
is T of the Code B.

4.5 Discussion

From the simulation results in Sect. 4.3, the performance of
our proposed codes (the code “DBE”) depends on the total
number of erasures T . When T ≤ Lmax and L ≥ 2, the
difference of the performance between proposed codes and
the other codes is large and becomes larger as T tends to
have a small value.

The key idea of a column permutation method for a
parity-check matrix of LDPC codes decoded by the SP de-
coding algorithm is to make consecutive positions of stop-
ping sets separate. From Definition 1, the submatrix of a
parity-check matrix whose column’s positions are contained
a stopping set always has equal to or more than 2 elements
of 1 in all of those rows. Therefore, having large values
of DBEs leads to making consecutive positions of stopping
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Fig. 11 Decoding performance for L = 5 solid burst erasures whose sum
is T of the Code C.

Fig. 12 Decoding performance for AWGN channels of the Code A.

sets separate. From a theoretical point of view, the minimum
value of DBE Dmin only indicates the correction capability
at the first iteration by SP decoding algorithm for a solid
burst.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have proposed a column permutation
method for a parity-check matrix of the LDPC codes for
L (≥ 2) burst erasures. From simulation results, our pro-
posed method performs well when L (≥ 2) is large. We also
show that the performance of the code having small values
of DBEs is bad.

Theoretical performance analyses waits for further in-
vestigation. Simulations for LDPC codes with other param-
eters are also for future work.
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1

Assume that H has a form of Eq. (5) that can maximize the
value of Dave. For ν ∈ [1, ρ′],

#{m : nm,1 = ν} = wc, (A· 1)

where #{·} denotes the number of elements that constitute
the set {·}. Since the column position ρ′ + 1 of H has r′ rows
that have nm,1 = ρ

′ + 1,

#{m | nm,1 = ρ
′ + 1} = r′, (A· 2)

holds. The above discussion is similar to the case of right-
most ρ′ + 1 columns of H that constitute Hrig. For ν ∈
[N − ρ′ + 1,N],

#{m | nm,wr = V} = wc, (A· 3)

#{m | nm,wr = N − ρ′} = r′, (A· 4)
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hold. Substituing Eq. (4) to Eq. (3),

M(wr − 1)Dave =

M∑

m=1

wr−1∑

γ=1

Dmγ=

M∑

m=1

(nm,wr − nm,1)

=

M∑

m=1

nm,wr −
M∑

m=1

nm,1.

From Eqs. (A· 1)–(A· 4), and ρ = N
wr

, ρ′ = N
wr
− r′
wc

, we have

M∑

m=1

nm,wr −
M∑

m=1

nm,1

= wc

( ∑

n∈[N−ρ′+1,N]

n −
∑

n∈[1,ρ′]
n
)

+ r′{(N − ρ′) − (ρ′ + 1)}
= wcρ

′(N − ρ′) + r′(N − 2ρ′ − 1)

= M(wr − 1) × ρ + r′(ρ − ρ′ − 1)

= M(wr − 1) × ρ + r′
( r′

wc
− 1
)
. (A· 5)

If M mod wc = 0, we have r′ = 0 and

Dave = ρ. (A· 6)

If M mod wc � 0, since wc > r′ > 0, the second term of
Eq. (A· 5) takes a negative value. i.e.,

Dave < ρ. (A· 7)

If the parity-check matrix H does not have the form of
Eq. (5), Eq. (A· 7) holds from Lemma 1. Therefore from
Eqs. (A· 6) and (A· 7), Eq. (6) holds. �
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